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Consider the linear models of the form Y=X {;+= with the response Y censored
randomly on the right and X measured erroneously. Without specifying any error
models, in this paper, a semiparametric method is applied to the estimation of the
parametric vector ; with the help of proper validation data. For the proposed
estimator, an asymptotic representation is established and the asymptotic normality
is also proved.  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the linear regression model
Y=X {;+=, (1.1)
where Y is a scalar response variable, X is a p-variate explanatory variable,
X{ is its transpose, ; is a p_1 column vector of regression parameter, e is
a random statistical error, and given X the errors e=Y&X {; are assumed
to be identically independently distributed.
It is well known that the least squares estimator is commonly used to
estimate ; in the model (1.1). And the estimate has been studied extensively
and deeply. But, in some practical problems, Y may be randomly censored
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on the right. In such a case, the estimation problem for ; has also received
considerable attention. The study includes Miller (1976), Buckley and
James (1979), Susarla and Ryzin (1981), James and Smith (1984), Ritov
(1990), Lai and Ying (1991) and Srinivasan and Zhou (1994) among
others. Also, there is a substantial literature concerning linear regression
when some of the predictors are measured with error. Such error models
are of importance in econometrics, psychometrics and in instrumental
calibration studies, medicine and industry. Some theoretical work concern-
ing estimation of ; in such models appears in Healy (1980), Fuller (1980)
and Andersen (1984), Gallo (1982) and Gleser et al (1987). But, most
papers on the subject assume an additive error model. As pointed out by
Buonaccorsic (1996), the addictive model is often not appropriate. Hence,
Buonaccorsic (1996) developed the approach to the estimation of general
linear error-in-covariables model under a rich class of measurement error
models including addictive error model. In some other practical problems,
one often does not specify the measurement error equation. In many
research settings, variables of interest are difficult or expensive to obtain.
A closely related variable (error variable) may be used as a surrogate for a
variable of interest. For example, damage to the heart muscle caused by a
myocardial infarction can be assessed accurately using arterioscintography.
However, this is an invasive and expensive procedure. Instead, peak car-
diac enzyme level in the bloodstream is a more easily obtained variable,
and is frequently used as a surrogate measure of heart muscle damage
(Wittes, Lakatos 6 Probstfied (1989)). Some other analogous examples
can be found in Sepanski and Lee (1995), Pepe (1992), Prentize (1989) and
Bound and Krueger (1989). Here, these variables with errors such as
diagnoses data of heart damage by peak candiae enzyme level in the
bloodstream are used as surrogate variables. Generally speaking, one can
not specify the relation between the surrogate variables and the corre-
sponding true variables in such practical problems. But some exact
measure are available for a small subset of subjects by some expensive and
difficult methods. The exact measurements are used as validation variables
here.
Inference based on surrogate data and validation sample has also been
paid much attention. See, for example, Carroll and Wand (1991), Pepe and
Fleming (1991), Pepe (1992), Sepanski and Lee (1995) and Wang (1997,
1999) among others. Carroll and Wand (1991) developed a semiparametric
approach by the kernel regression technique for logistic measurement error
models. Sepanski and Lee (1995) took the method in nonlinear parametric
model with error. Wang (1997, 1999) extend it to the estimation of partial
linear error-in-variables models.
It is of interest to consider the problem of estimating the parameter ; in
model (1.1) when Y$s are censored randomly and X$s are measured
erroneously. To the best of my knowledge, the problem has been paid less
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attention and no results have been reported for it. In the present paper, we
investigate the problem and take the semiparametric method due to Carroll
and Wand(1991) to estimate ; without specifying any error equation. The
proposed estimator of ; is proved to be asymptotically normal by estab-
lishing an asymptotic representation for it. We define the estimator of ; in
Section 2, and present the main results in Section 3. The proofs are given
in Section 4.
2. ESTIMATION
Let X be a d-variate surrogate variable observed instead of the true
p-variate X. In random censorship model, one observes not Y but
Z=min(Y, T ) and $=I[YT], where I[ } ] is the indicator of some event
and T is the corresponding censoring variable.
Assume that in addition to the primary data set containing n inde-
pendent and identically distributed observations of [(Zi , $i , X i)]ni=1 , an
independent and identically distributed validation observations of
[(Xj , X j)]n+Nj=n+1 , which is also independent of the primary sample set, are
available. It is assumed that Y is independent of T given X , and T is inde-
pendent of X . To use these data observed to estimate ;, we first rewrite the
model in equation (1.1) as
Y=u{(X ) ;+e
{e==+(X&u(X )){ ; (2.1)u(X )=E[X | X ]
Such a calibration regression method was also used in Carroll and Wand
(1991) and Sepanski (1995).
Let F(t | x~ )=P(Yt | X =x~ ), G(t)=P(Tt), ZiG=
$i Zi
1&G(Zi) . It is easy
to check that
E[ZiG | X i]=u{(X i) ;, i=1, 2, ..., n
under the assumption E[= | X ]=0. That is, ZiG ’s obey the following linear
model
ZiG=u{(X i) ;+e$i (2.2)
with E[e$i | X i]=0, i=1, 2, ..., n.
It is well known that the least squares estimator of ; would be
;n=7&1n An (2.3)
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when G and u( } ) were known, where 7n= 1n 
n
i=1 u(X i) u
{(X i), An= 1n 
n
i=1
u(X i) ZiG . But, usually G( } ) and u( } ) are unknown and a natural thing to
do is to estimate G and u( } ) in ;n . Here, we employ KaplanMeier
estimator of G given by
1&G n(t)={‘
n
i=1 \
N+(Zi)
1+N+(Zi)+
I[Zit, $i=0]
, &<tZ(n)
0, t>Z(n) ,
and the kernel estimator of u(x~ ) given by
u^N(x~ )=
:
n+N
j=n+1
XjK \x~ &X jhN +
:
n+N
j=n+1
K \x~ &X jhN +
(2.4)
for any x~ # X , where Z(n)=max[Z1 , Z2 , ..., Zn], N+( } )=ni=1 I[Zi> } ]
and K( } ) is a kernel function, hN is a constant sequence tending to zero and
X is the support of X . The estimator of ; is then defined as
; n, N=7 &1n, NA n, N
where
7 n, N=
1
n
:
n
i=1
u^N(X i) u^{N (X i)
A n, N=
1
n
:
n
i=1
u^N(X i)
Zi$ i
1&G n(Z i)
3. MAIN RESULTS
Let Dm be the class of all continuous function f on Rd such that the
derivatives
i 1
x~ i11
i2
x~ i 22
} } }
i d
x~ i dp
f (x~ 1 , ..., x~ d)
are uniformly bounded for 0i1+i2+ } } } +idm. And denote by Xir ,
ur(x~ ) the rth component of Xi and u(x~ ) respectively. Let F(t)=P(Yt),
H(t)=P(Zt), H 0(t)=P(Z>t, $=0). For any distribution function V( } )
and r>0, let V ( } )=1&V( } ), V &r( } )=(V ( } ))&r. Let &a&b&= |ai&bi |
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for any vectors a and b, where ai and bi are the ith component of a and
b respectively.
In order to state our theorems, we introduce the following assumptions.
(C.=) E[= | X =x~ ]=0.
(C.X) supx~ # X E[X 41r | X =x~ ]<, r=1, 2, ..., p
(C.X ) (i) The density of X , say fx~ (x~ ), exists and satisfies
nP( fx~ (X )<’n)  0
for some ’n>0.
(ii) fx~ (x~ ) # Dm, for some m>2d
(C.u) u( } ) # Dm.
(C.Y) (i) supx~ # X E[|Y Y&[H (s)]
&2 dH 0(s)| | X =x~ ]<
(ii) supx~ # X E[(Y 21&G(Y)) Y&[H (s)]
&2 dH 0 (s) | X =x~ ]<
(iii) supx~ # X E[Y 4(1&G(Y))3 | X =x~ ]<.
(iv) supx~ # X E[( |Y|(1&G(Y))2) | X =x~ ]<.
(C.K) (i) K( } ) is a bounded kernel function with bounded support.
(ii) |K( } ))| is of bounded variation.
(iii) K( } ) is of bounded variation.
(vi) K( } ) is a kernel function of order m.
(C.hN) (i) (Nh2dN ’n)
&12 - log log N  0.
(ii) Nh4dN  .
(iii) Nh2mN  0 for m appearing in (C.X ) (ii).
(iv) (hN ’n )  0 for ’n appearing in (C.X ) (i).
(C.Nn) nN  *, where * is a nonnegative constant.
Let
h0(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , Zj , $j)=u(X i)(ZiG&u{(X i) ;)
+u(X j)(ZjG&u{(X j) ;)+u(X i) ‘0(Zj , $j ; Zi) Z iG
+u(X j) ‘0(Zi , $ i ; Zj) Z jG
‘0(Z i , $i ; z)=|
Zi 7 z
0
[H (s)]&2 dH 0(s)+
1
H (Zi)
I[Ziz, $ i=0]
’0(Xk , X k)=&u(X k)(Xk&u(X k)){ ;
7=Eu(X ) u{(X )
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h(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , Zj , $j)=7&1h0(X i , Z i , $i ; X j , Zj , $j)
’(Xk , X k)=7&1’0(Xk , X k)
where i, j=1, 2, ..., n, k=n+1, n+2, ..., n+N
In the following theorem, we will establish an asymptoic representation
for ; n, N such that it can be applied to the proof of the asymptotic
normality.
Theorem 3.1. Under conditions (C.=), (C.X), (C.K) (i, ii, iv), (C.X ),
(C.Y) (i, iii, iv), (C.u), (C.hN) and (C.Nn), we have
; n, N&;=Un+SN+op(n&12)
where
Un=
1
n2
:
1i< jn
h(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , Zj , $j)
SN=
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
’(Xk , X k)
Theorem 3.1 decomposes ; n, N&; into three terms, among which the
first two terms are independent of each other and the third term is remain-
der. Hence, the asymptotic normality can be obtained if we can prove the
asymptotic normality of the first two terms respectively. Following the line,
we prove the following
Theorem 3.2. Under conditions (C.=), (C.X), (C.X ), (C.u), (C.Y),
(C.K), (C.hN) and (C.Nn), we have
- n (; n, N&;) w
L N(0, V)
where
V=7&1(V1+*V2)(7&1){
V1=E[u(X 1) u{(X 1)(Z1G&u{(X 1) ;)2]
+2E[u(X 1) u{(X 2) E[‘0(Z1 , $1 ; Z2) | Z1 , $1](Z1G&u{(X 1) ;) Z2G]
+E[u(X 2) u{(X 2) Z22G E
2[‘0(Z1 , $1 ; Z2) | Z1 , $1]]
V2=E[u(X 1) u{(X 1)[(X
{
1&u
{(X 1)) ;]2]
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By some algebra, we get that
E[‘0(Z1 , $1 ; Z2) | Z1 , $1]=&|
Z1
0
1
1&G(s)
dG(s)+I [$1=0].
Let Q n(z, $)=&z0 (11&G n(s)) dG n(s)+I[$=0] Then, V can be con-
sistently estimated by
V n=7 &1n, N(V 1n+*V 2n)(7
&1
n, N)
{,
where 7 n, N is as defined in Section 2 and
V 1n=
1
n
:
n
i=1
[u^N(X i) u^{N(X i)(ZiG n&u
{
N(X i) ; n, N)
2]
+
2
n2
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
u^{N(X i) u^
{
N(X j) Q n(Zi , $i)(ZiG n&u^
{
N(X i) ; n, N) Z jG n
+
1
n2
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
u^N(X j) u^N(X j) Z2jG n Q
2
n(Zi , $i)
V 2n=
1
n
:
n
i=1
[u^N(X i) u^{N(X i)[(X i&uN(X i))
{ ; n, N]2]
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS
It is easy to see that
; n&;=7 &1n, NA n, N(;) (4.1)
where
A n, N(;)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
u^N (X i) \ $i Zi1&G n(Zi)&u{N(X i) ;+ .
To prove Theorem 3.1, it is sufficient to prove the following Lemma 4.1,
4.2 and 4.3.
Lemma 4.1. Under conditions (C.X), (C.K) (i, ii, iv), (C.X ) (i, ii),
(C.hn) (i) and (C.u), we have
7 n, N 
p 7
where 7 is as defined in Section 3.
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Proof. Notice that
7 n, N =
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i) u{(X i)+
2
n
:
n
i=1
(u^N(X i)&u(X i)) u{(X i)
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
(u^N(X i)&u(X i))(u^N(X i)&u(X i)){
:=7n, N1+7n, N2+7n, N3 (4.2)
By strong law of large numbers, it follows that
7n, N1 w
a.s. Eu(X 1) u{(X 1)=7 (4.3)
Next, we prove
7n, N2 w
p
0 (4.4)
7n, N3 w
p
0 (4.5)
Denote by u^Nr(X ) and ur(X ) the rth component of uN(X ) and u(X ). Then,
the (r, s) element of the matrix 7n, N2 , say 7[r, s]n, N2 , is given by
7[r, s]n, N2 =
2
n
:
n
i=1
1
NhdN
:
n+N
j=n+1
(Xjr&E[Xjr | X j]) K \X i&X jhN + us(X i)
f N(X i)
_I _f N(X i)12 fX (X i)
1
2
’n&
+
2
n
:
n
i=1
1
NhdN
:
n+N
j=n+1
(ur(X j)&ur(X i)) K \X i&X jhN + us(X i)
f N(X i)
_I _f N(X i)12 fX (X i)
1
2
’n&
+
2
n
:
n
i=1
(u^N(X i)&u(X i)) u{(X i) I _f N(X i)<12 fX (X i), fX (X i)’n&
+
2
n
:
n
i=1
(u^N(X i)&u(X i)) u{(X i) I [ fX (X i)<’n]
:=S [r, s]n, N1 +S
[r, s]
n, N2 +S
[r, s]
n, N3 +S
[r, s]
n, N4 , r, s=1, 2, ..., p. (4.6)
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By C2-inequality, DharmadhikariJogdeo (DJ) inequality (see, Rao (1987))
and condition (C.X), (C.K) (i) and (C.X ) (i), we have
E [S[r, s]n, N1 ]
2
C
nN2h2dN ’
2
n
:
n
i=1
E {u2s(X i) E _\ :
n+N
j=n+1
(Xjr&E[Xjr | X j]+ K \X i&X jhN ++
2
} X i , X j&=

C
nN2h2dN ’
2
n
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
j=n+1
E {u2s(X i) K2 \X i&X jhN + E [(Xjr&E[Xjr | X j])2 | X j]=
c(Nh2dN ’
2
n)
&1, r, s=1, 2, ..., p. (4.7)
Conditions (C.hN) (ii) and (C.hN) (iv) together implies Nh2pN ’
2
n  . This
together with (4.7) proves that
S [r, s]n, N1 w
p
0, r, s=1, 2, ..., p. (4.8)
By condition (C.u)
|S [r, s]n, N2 |
4hN
n’n
:
n
i=1
1
NhdN
:
n+N
j=n+1 "
X i&X j
hN " } K \
X i&X j
hN +} |us(X i)|

chN
’nn
:
n
i=1
1
NhdN
:
n+N
j=n+1 }K \
X i&X j
hN +} |us(X i)|, r, s=1, 2, ..., p. (4.9)
By condition (C.hN) (i) and (C.K) (i, ii), we can prove that
1
NhdN
:
n+N
j=n+1 }K \
x~ &X j
hN +} w
a.s. fX (x~ ) | |K(u)| du (4.10)
uniformly on x~ # X . Hence, (4.9) and (4.10) together prove that
S [r, s]n, N2 w
a.s.
0, r, s=1, 2, ..., p (4.11)
by condition (C.hN) (iv). Clearly, for any =>0 and r, s=1, 2, ..., p
P(S [r, s]n, N3 >=)P \.
n
i=1
[f n(X i)< 12 fX (X i)]+
P(supx~ | f N(x~ )& fX (x~ )|> 12 ’n) (4.12)
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It is easy to prove that
sup
x~
| f N(x~ )& fX (x~ )|=Op((Nh2dN )
&1)+Op(hmN) (4.13)
by (C.X ) (ii), (C.K) (i, ii, iv) and (C.hN) (iii). (4.12) and (4.13) together
then prove that
S [r, s]n, N3 w
p
0, r, s=1, 2, ..., p. (4.14)
Clearly
P( |S [r, s]n, N4 |>=)P \ .
n
k=1
[ fx~ (X i)<’n+
nP( fX (X i)<’n)
Hence, by condition (C.X ) (i) we have
S [r, s]n, N4 w
p
0, r, s=1, 2, ..., p.
This together with (4.6), (4.8), (4.11) and (4.14) proves (4.4). Similarly, we
can prove (4.5). Hence, (4.2)(4.5) together prove Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 4.2. Under conditions (C.Y) (i, iii, iv), (C.X), (C.X ), (C.u),
(C.K) (i, iv), (C.hN) (ii, iii) and (C.Nn), we have
A n, N(;)=
1
n2
:
1i< jn
h0(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , Z j , $j)
+
1
Nn
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
j=n+1
9n(Xi , Zi , $i ; X j , Xj)+op(n&12)
where h0 is as defined in Section 3, and
9n (X i , Z i , $ i ; X j , X j)
=
(Xj&u(X i))(ZiG&u{(X i) ;) K \X i&X jhN +
h dN fX (X i)
&
u(X i)(Xj&u(X i)){ ;K \X i&X jhN +
hdN fX (X i)
and ZiG is as defined in Section 2, i=1, 2, ..., n; j=1, 2, ..., n+N.
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Proof. First, A n, N(;) can be decomposed as:
A n, N(;) =
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)(ZiG&u{(X i) ;)
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)
G n(Zi)&G(Zi)
(1&G(Zi))2
Zi $ i
&
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)(uN(X i)&u(X i)){ ;
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
(uN(X i)&u(X i))(Z iG&u{(X i) ;)
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
(uN(X i)&u(X i))(Z iG n&ZiG)
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)
(G n(Zi)&G(Zi))2
(1&G n(Zi))(1&G(z))2
Zi$i
&
1
n
:
n
i=1
(uN(X i)&u(X i))(uN(X i)&u(X i)){ ;
:= :
7
i=1
qni (4.15)
Clearly
qn1 =
1
n2
:
1i< jn
[u(X i)(ZiG&u{(X i) ;)+u(X j)(ZjG&u{(X j) ;)]
+
1
n2
:
n
i=1
u(X i)(ZiG&u{(X i) ;)
:=qn11+qn12 (4.16)
Let
‘(Z, $; z)=G (z) ‘0(Z, $; z)
rn(z)=G n(z)&G(z)&
1
n
:
n
i=1
‘(Z i , $i ; z)
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where ‘0(Z, $; z) is as defined in Section 3. Hence, we have
qn2 =
1
n2
:
1i< jn \
u(X i) Zi $i‘0(Z j , $j ; Zi)
1&G(Zi)
+
u(X j) Zj $j‘0(Zi , $ i ; Zj)
1&G(Zi) +
+
1
n2
:
n
i=1
u(X i) Zi $ i‘0(Zi , $i ; Z i)
1&G(Zi)
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i) Zi $i
(1&G(Zi))2
rn(Z i)
:=qn21+qn22+qn23 (4.17)
Recalling the definition of uN(X ), we have
qn3 = &
1
nN
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
j=n+1
u(X i)(Xj&u(X i)){ ;K \X i&X jhN +
hdN fx~ (X i)
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)(u^N(X i)&u(X i)){ ;
f N(X i)& fX (X i)
fX (X i)
:=qn31+qn32 (4.18)
and
qn4 =
1
nN
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
j=n+1
(Xj&u(X i))(ZiG&u{(X i) ;) K \X i&X jhN +
hdN fX (X i)
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
(uN(X i)&u(X i))(ZiG&u{(X i) ;)
fX (X i)&f N(X i)
fX (X i)
:=qn41+qn42 (4.19)
Clearly, (4.15)(4.19) together with Lemma in Appendix prove Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.3. Under the conditions (C.u), (C.K) (i, iv), (C.X ), (C.X),
(C.Y) (iii), we have
1
nN
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
j=n+1
9n(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , Xj)
=&
1
N
:
n+N
j=n+1
u(X j)(Xj&u(X j)){ ;+op(n&12).
Let
Un, N1=
1
nN
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
j=n+1
9n(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , X j).
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Let U and V be the random vectors representing the primary population
and validation population from which the primary data and validation
data are generated, respectively. By Lemann (1975)( see, p. 335, (A.58)), we
have
Var(- nUn, N1)=
1
N
Var(9n(U; V))
+
n&1
N
Var(E[9n(U; V) | V])
+
N&1
N
Var(E[9n(U; V) | U]) (4.20)
Let
Un, N2=
1
n
:
n
i=1
E [9n(Ui , V) | Ui]+
1
N
:
n+N
j=n+1
E [9n(U, Vj) | Vj].
By the independence of U and V, we have
Var[- nUn, N2]=Var[E[9n(U, V) | U]]
+
n
N
Var[E[9n(U, V) | V]] (4.21)
Next, we prove that
Var(- nUn, N1)&Var(- nUn, N2)  0. (4.22)
Denote by 9nr the rth component of 9n , r=1, 2, ..., p. Let ZG=
Z$(1&G(z)). It is easy to obtain that
E[9nr(U, V) | U]=
(ZG&u{(X ) ;) | (ur(x~ )&ur(X )) K \X &x~hN + fX (x~ ) dx~
h pN fX (X )
.
(4.23)
Hence, we get that
|E[9nr(U, V) | U]C |ZG&u{(X ) ;| :=P1(ZG , X) (4.24)
by the boundness of u( } ), (C.K) (i) and (C.X ). From conditions (C.X ) (ii),
(C.u) and (C.K) (i, iv), it can be proved that
E[9nr(U, V) | U]  0, n  , r=1, 2, ..., p. (4.25)
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A direct calculation yields that
E[9nr(U, V) | V]= &(X&u(X )){; | ur(X +hNu) K(u) du
&| ur(X +hN u)(u(X )&u(X +hNu)){ ;K(u) du. (4.26)
By conditions (C.u), (C.K) (i, iv), we have
|E[9nr(U, V) | V]|C(X&E[X | X ]){ ;+ChmN :=P2(X, X ), (4.27)
and
E[9nr(U, V) | V]  &(X&E[X | X ]){ ;ur(X ), (4.28)
r=1, 2, ..., p. Notice that P1(ZG , X ) and P2(X, X ) are square integrable
function under the conditions (C.X), (C.Y) (iii). Hence, by (4.24), (4.25),
(4.27), (4.28) and Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we obtain
that
Var[E[9nr(U, V) | U]]  0. (4.29)
Var[E[9n(U, V) | V]]  E[((X&E[X | X ]){ ;)2 u(X ) u{(X )] (4.30)
and the limit of Var[9n(U, V)] exists and is finite. (4.22) follows from
(4.20) and (4.21).
By Lemann (1975) (See, p. 363, (A.168)), we have
E[n(Un, N1&Un, N2)(Un, N1&Un, N2){]
=Var(- nUn, N1)&Var(- nUn, N2)  0.
This proves
Un, N1=Un, N2+op(n&12). (4.31)
It is easy to check that
Var \1n :
n
i=1
E[9n(Ui , V) | Ui]+=1n Var(E[9n(U, V) | U]) (4.32)
(4.25) and (4.32) together prove that
1
n
:
n
i=1
E[9n(U i , V) | Ui]=op(n&12). (4.33)
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Recalling the definitions of Un, N1 and Un, N2 , by (4.31) and (4.33) Lemma
4.3 is thus proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Clearly, Theorem 3.1 is a direct result of (4.1)
and Lemma 4.14.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Notice the independence of Un and Sn , it is
sufficient to prove that
- nUn  N(0, 7&1V1(7&1){), (4.34)
- nSn  N(0, *7&1V2(7&1){). (4.35)
For any p-dimension vector :, let
h1(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , Zj , $j)=:{h(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , Zj , $ j)
Employing the following fact that
E[‘0(Z, $; z)]=0. (4.36)
It is easy to prove that
E[h1(X i , Zi , $i ; X j , Zj , $j)]=0, i{ j. (4.37)
A direct calculation yields that
Eh218[:
{u(X 1) u{(X 1) :E[(Z1G&u{(X 1) ;)2 | X 1]]
+8[:{u(X 1) u{(X 1) :E[‘20(Z2 , $2 ; Z1) | Z1 , $1] Z
2
1G] (4.38)
By the following fact that
E[‘20(Z2 , $2 ; Z1) | Z1]=&G
2(Z1) |
Z1
0
[H (s)]&2 dH 0(s), (4.39)
and conditions (C.Y) (ii), (C.X) together with (4.38), it is easy to check
that
Eh21<. (4.40)
Clearly
h2(X 1 , Z1 , $1) :=E[h1(X 1 , Z1 , $1 ; X 2 , Z2 , $2) | X 1 , Z1 , $1]
=:{7&1u(X 1)(Z1G&u{(X 1) ;)
+:{E[7&1u(X 2) ‘0(Z1 , $1 ; Z2) Z2G | Z1 , $1]
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By some algebra, we can check that
Var[h2(X 1 , Z1 , $1)]=:{7&1V1(7&1){ :
where V1 is as defined in Theorem 3.2. Hence, (n2( n2)) :
{Un satisfies the
conditions of central limit theorem for U-statistic, where Un is as defined
in Theorem 3.1. Hence,
- n :{Un w
L N(0, :{7&1V1(7&1){ :).
This proves (4.34).
By central limit theorem for independent and identically distributed
random variables, it is easy to prove that
- n :{Sn w
L N(0, :{*7&1V2(7&1){ :)
which proves (4.35). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
5. APPENDIX
Lemma. Under the conditions (C.Y) (i, iii, iv), (C.X), (C.u), (C.K) (i, iv),
(C.X ), (C.hN) (ii, iii), (C.Nn), we have
- n \ :
4
i=1
qni2+qn23+ :
7
i=5
qni+ wp 0.
Proof. It is easy to get that
- nqn12 w
a.s.
0. (A.1)
and
- n qn22 w
a.s.
0 (A.2)
by strong law of large numbers and condition (C.Y) (i) and
supx~ E[|X 2ir | | X =x~ ]<, which is implied by (C.X), r=1, 2, ..., p.
Denote by [- n] the largest integer which is less than or equal to - n.
Let rn=n&[- n]. Hence,
qn23=
1
n
:
rn
i=1
u(X i, n) Z(i)$ i, n
1&G(Zi, n)
rn(Zi, n)
+
1
n
:
n
i=rn+1
u(X i, n) Z(i)$ i, n
1&G(Zi, n)
rn(Zi, n) :=qn231+qn232 . (A.3)
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where Z(1) } } } Z(n) are order statistics of Z1 , ..., Zn , X i, n and $ i, n are
the X and $ corresponding to Z(i) , i=1, 2, } } } , n.
By Stute (1994), we have
sup
&<zZ(rn)
|rn(z)|=op(n&12) (A.4)
By condition (C.u), u( } ) is a bounded function. Hence, by (A.4), strong law
of large numbers and condition
sup
x~
E _ |Y|1&G(Y) } X =x~ &<
which is implied by (C.Y) (iv), we get
- n qn231- n sup
&<zZ(rn)
|rn (z)|
1
n
:
rn
i=1
|u(X i, n) Z(i)$i, n |
1&G(Z(i))
w
p
0. (A.5)
Notice that qn232 is a sum of [- n] terms and the following facts
sup
Z(rn)<zZ(n)
|rn(z)|=op(1) (A.6)
Hence, the same arguments as in the proof of (A.4) can be used to prove
- n qn232 w
p
0. (A.7)
Clearly
qn32=
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)(u^N(X i)&u(X i))
f N(X i)& fX (X i)
f N(X i)
I _ f N(X i)12 fX (X i)&
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)(u^N(X i)&u(X i))
f N(X i)& fX (X i)
f N(X i)
I _ f N(X i)<12 fX (X )&
:=qn, 321+qn, 322 (A.8)
Denote by q[r]n, 321 and q
[r]
n, 322 the rth component of qn, 321 and qn, 322 .
Then, by C4-inequality, DJ inequality and conditions (C.X), (C.K) (i, iv),
(C.X ), (C.hN) (ii) and (C.Nn), we have
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nE [q[r]n, 321 ]
2C :
n
i=1
E \\u[r](X i)+
2
E 12 \ 1NhdN :
n+N
j=n+1
(Xj&E[Xj | X j]){ ;
_K \X i&X jhN ++
4
E12( f N(X i)& fX (X i))4&
C :
n
i=1
E { 1Nh2dN E 12 _\(Xn+1&E[Xn+1 |X n+1]){
_;K \X i&X n+1hN ++
4
} X i , X n+1&
_\ 1Nh2dN E 12 _K 4 \
X i&X n+1
hN + } X i&+ch2mN +=
c \ n(Nh2dN )2+
nh2mN
Nh2dN + 0, r=1, 2, ..., p (A.9)
For m>2p, (A.9) proves that
- nAn, 321 w
p
0 (A.10)
By (4.13), for any =>0 we have
P(- n |q[r]n, 322 |>=)  P \.
n
i=1
[f N(X i)< 12 fX (X i)]+
 P (sup
x~
| f N(x~ )& fX (x~ )|> 12 ’n)
 0, r=1, 2, ..., (A.11)
That is
- n qn, 322 w
p
0. (A.12)
Similarly, we can prove that
- n qn, 42 w
p
0 (A.13)
under condition EZ2iG<, which is implied by (C.Y) (iii). Denote by q
[r]
n5
the rth component of qn5 . Then
|q[r]n5 | sup
&<zZ(n) }
G n(z)&G(z)
1&G n(z) } Wnr , r=1, 2, ..., p (A.14)
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where
Wnr=
1
n
:
n
i=1
|u^Nr(X i)&ur(X i)|
|Zi$i |
1&G(Zi)
.
By Zhou (1991), we have
sup
&<zZ(n) }
G n(z)&G(z)
1&G n(z) }=Op(1) (A.15)
In what follows, we prove that
- n Wnr w
p
0, r=1, 2, ..., p. (A.16)
Similar to (4.6), by (C.X ) (i) we have
|Wnr | 
2
n’n
:
n
i=1 }
1
NhdN
:
n+N
j=n+1
(X jr&E[Xjr | X j]) K \X i&X jhN + ZiG }
+
2
n’n
:
n
i=1 }
1
NhdN
:
n+N
j=n+1
(ur(X j)&ur(X i)) K \X i&X jhN +}
+
1
n
:
n
i=1
|(unr(X i)&ur(X i)) ZiG | I _ f N(X i)12 fX (X i)&
:=Wnr1+Wnr2+Wnr3 (A.17)
By C4-inequality, DJ inequality, (C.X), (C.K) (i) and (C.Y) (iii), similar
to (4.7) it can be proved that
n2EW 4nr1
C
Nh4dN
. (A.18)
Hence, under condition (C.hN) (ii), we have
- n Wnr1 w
p
0, r=1, 2, ..., p. (A.19)
Let
‘n(X i)=
1
NhdN
:
n+N
j=n+1
(ur(X j)&ur(X i)) K \X i&X jhN + .
Clearly
E[‘n(X i) | X i]=| (ur(X i&hNu)&ur(X i)) K(u) fX (X i&hNu) du (A.20)
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By (C.X ) ii, (C.u), Taylor’s expansions for ur(X i&hNu) and fx~ (X i&hNu),
and (C.K) (iv), it can be proved that
E[‘n(X i) | X i]cbmn , i=1, 2, ..., n. (A.21)
(see also, Wang (1997b)), where c is a constant which does not dependent
on Zi , i=1, 2, } } } , n.
By DJ inequality, it follows that
E[(‘n(X i)&E[‘n(X i) | X i])4 | X i]

1
Nh4dN |X (ur(x~ 1)&ur(X i))
4 K4 \x~ 1&X ihN + fX (x~ 1) dx~ 1
C(Nh4(d&1)N )
&1 || "x~ 1&X ihN "
4
K4 \x~ 1&X ihN + fX (x~ 1) dx~ 1
C(N2h4(d&1)N )
&1  0, (A.22)
where c is a constant which does not depend on Zi , i=1, 2, ..., n. Hence,
(A.21) and (A.22) together prove that
n2EW 4nr22n :
n
i=1
E[Z4iGE[‘
4
n(Zi) | Zi])
2n :
n
i=1
E [Z4iG[E(‘n(Zi)&E[‘n(Zi) | Zi])
4+E(E4[‘n(Zi) | Zi])]

c
Nh4(d&1)N
+Cnh2mN  0, r=1, 2, ..., p (A.23)
from (C.hN) (ii), (C.Nn) and (C.hN) (iii). (A.23) proves
- nWnr2 w
p
0, r=1, 2, ..., p (A.24)
Similar to (A.12), we can prove that
- nWnr3 w
p
0, r=1, 2, ..., p (A.25)
(A.17), (A.19), (A.24) and (A.25) together prove that (A.16). From (A.16),
(A.14) and (A.15), we prove that
- n qn5 w
p
0. (A.26)
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For Wn6 , we have
- nWn6=
1
- n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)
(G n(Zi)&G(Zi))2
(1&G(Zi))3
Zi$i
+
1
- n
:
n
i=1
u(X i)
(G n(Zi)&G(Zi))3
(1&G n(Zi))(1&G(Zi))2
Z i $i . (A.27)
By the following facts that
sup
&<zZ(n) }
G n(z)&G(z)
1&G n(z) }=Op(1)
sup
&<zZ(n)
|G n(z)&G(z)|=Op(n&12),
it is easy to prove that
- nWn6 w
p
0 (A.28)
by (C.Y) (iv) and (C.X).
Similar to (A.26), we can prove that
- nWn7 w
p
0. (A.29)
Combining (A.1), (A.2), (A.3),(A.5), (A.7), (A.8), (A.10), (A.12), (A.13),
(A.26), (A.28) and (A.29), we prove Lemma A.
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